ALBION CANCELS GAME.

Word received less than eight hours before time scheduled for playing.

Varsity and Reserve Put Up a Scary Game.

At seven o'clock Saturday morning, two hundred students of Albion, saying they cancelled the game for that day. On being called up over the phone they gave several reasons for their action: First, that we cancelled a game with them for October 19th, and it being the same year with any college, so the game was impossible. Second, that no official reply was given in protest entered by them, although they admitted receiving a letter which covered the case; they thought we misused them last year when we thought of winning over them.

The real reason of course was a weak team and the game was impossible. Second, that no official reply was given in protest entered by them, although they admitted receiving a letter which covered the case; they thought we misused them last year when we thought of winning over them.

Their action in cancelling after the advertising was out and tickets sold is without a parallel in the history of Athletics of any reputable school and it is impossible that we will receive no consideration of any kind from M. A. C. in the future.

Albion had last Saturday's game at the last minute, left the varsity without a game so they could not have a game. Although the transmitted rules to the tune of 45 to 6 in thirty-five minutes, they killed the game, and did the punting. The reserve team twice during the year have been a farce as far as good work is concerned. They asked for a game on October 19th, and did the punting.

The real reason of course was a weak team and the game would have been a farce as far as good work is concerned. They asked for a game on October 19th, and did the punting.

As far as I understand the rules, nothing was cut from the game.

The M. A. C. RECORD.
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NEW ENGINEERING LABORATORY.

Mechanical, Civil, and Electrical De­partments New in One Building.

Readers of the Record and especially former students in engineering at the College will be interested in the facilities that have been provided for work in steel engineering, strength of materials, cement and concrete, concrete tests, electrical, mechanical, etc., have been provided for in the new Engineering Hall on a scale commensurate with the importance of that feature of the engineering course and that the work in this line will be strengthened by equipment and instruction force beyond anything previously possible in the scattered and cramped accommodations hitherto available.

Practically the whole of the base­ment of the new building will be devoted to experimental work for experimental work will be installed to serve as workroom and also for work on dynamos electric励. Each machine will be completely equipped for valve setting and efficiency tests and heat analysis. Space is reserved for a curious engine and air compressor. A gallery at the level of the first floor of the building and entered therefrom will be fitted with display cabinets and utilized as a museum of manufactured articles, raw materials, historical machines and engineering inventions, etc. From this room on two sides is a laboratory devoted to standardization of electrical instruments, and on the other side a tank for the storage of materials, calibration of gauges, indicator springs, etc., coal laboratory and computer work.

For the larger engines electric generators will be installed to serve as workroom and also for work on dynamos electric励. Each machine will be completely equipped for valve setting and efficiency tests and heat analysis. Space is reserved for a curious engine and air compressor. A gallery at the level of the first floor of the building and entered therefrom will be fitted with display cabinets and utilized as a museum of manufactured articles, raw materials, historical machines and engineering inventions, etc. From this room on two sides is a laboratory devoted to standardization of electrical instruments, and on the other side a tank for the storage of materials, calibration of gauges, indicator springs, etc., coal laboratory and computer work.

Separate rooms of large size are set apart for cement and concrete testing for experimental hydraulics, for dynamic and motor and storage battery testing, for general electrical testing and for photometry. Yet another room contains the ventilating apparatus for the building which will be available for experimental work.

In the cement and concrete laborato­ry will be equipped for the usual tests on strength of cements and mortars and for experimental work on beams and other forms of dressed steel construction wherein the importance in structural work de­mands familiarity with its properties on the part of technical graduates. The experimental hydraulics will consist of apparatus for study of flow of water through orifices, over weirs and in conduits and other phenomena of fluid dynamics discussed in the class room.

Other valuable features for this laboratory are under consideration.

(Continued on page 4.)
Would Buy Up State Lands for Forestry Dept. of Agricul-
tural College.

A. C. Forestry Class.

The college has also a forest society which is very active and has made data and records for the last thirteen years. "The students receive much of their practical training in tree identification, silviculture, woodcraft, forest valuation, mensuration, protection, etc., in these woods. "The college has also a forest reservation of 42,680 acres in Iosco county. Students will go into private forestry business only in agricultural colleges. Inasmuch as the time, place, and purpose of the summit meeting are to be determined by the State Forestry association, it is necessary that the students enter the government forest service, to act as state foresters in some of the larger states. In the future, the students will be given the opportunity to enter the government forest service.

THE LECTURE COURSE.

Through the efforts of Mr. A. M. Miller, who was lecturer for the first time last year, the course is to be continued. The numbers is to be given in the Ar-
ner this season as follows: Florence E. Maybrick, No-
mor this season as follows: Florence E. Maybrick, No-

CIRCUMSTANCES ALTER CASES.

The school budget of New York city for next year will require more money than the total income of all the colleges and universities of the country. Something like $120,000,000 for new buildings to meet immediate demands.
The closing of the "half terms" brings a sigh of relief. Friends of Chas. H. Swanger, former instructor in chemistry, will be glad to learn of his marriage on September 25 last.

Students will find the lectures given at the Normal Farmers' In- stitute here Nov. 19-22 well worth their time spent there and when attended positively.

One hundred fifty-one engineering freshmen took the half term examination in chemistry last Thursday afternoon. This is the largest class that ever took that ex- amination.

We are sorry to announce that L. B. Webster, a senior in the engineering course and captain of the basketball team has been compelled on account of ill health to give up his college work. He will spend his winter in the southwest.

Dr. Blaisdell has received letters from both Albion and the Detroit Law School wanting to meet M. A. C. in debate. The general feeling seems to be that with the heavy technical work which M. A. C. students carry, one debate a year is quite enough.

Prof. H. L. Curtis, formerly of the physics department, is now with the Bureau of Standards in the Depart- ment of Commerce and Labor at Washington, D. C., spending of his work Mr. Curtis says: "I am engaged upon an absolute determina- tion of the ohm and like all inves- tigation it goes rather slowly."

Half the world makes a living off the mistakes the other half makes. Prof. J. A. Jeffery was called to Egan, S. D., last week by the serious illness of his father.

Next Friday evening will occur the first number on the lecture course. Mrs. Florence E. May- brick is the attraction.

The engineering department is experimenting with different forms of lighting with a view to determin- ing the most efficient for class pur- poses. Two drafting rooms have been fitted out with mercury-vapor lights, others are lighted with arcs and others with incandescent lights.

There is a grove of pawpaw trees on Mrs. Bogue's place near the south wall, and the course. Prof. Florence E. May- brick is the attraction.
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A VERAGE men are as colorless as average clothes. College men are outside the average: their togs have to be —College Brand Clothes are. Just a bit more dash to 'em, a great sight more style —and the precisely right amount of fit. Though exclusive their price isn't enough to exclude you from wearing 'em. For the young man and the “like-to-be-young”

O’CONNOR, Clothier.
Sales Agents for College Clothes.